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Presented Jan. 8, 2016 by RISD Board Members Kathy Hooke (Vershire), Mark Avery (Fairlee)

Formed in 1998
Incorporated many best practices
- preschool
- after school & summer enrichment
- individual support for literacy
- no tracking
Student outcomes have soared across 4 towns of varied economic status
• Poverty level at VT average
• Test scores way above avg.

Rivendell Academy #5 in VT

Source: SchoolDigger http://www.schooldigger.com/go/VT/schoolrank.aspx?level=3

Westshire Elementary #10

Impact of Act 46
• $10 million budget up $48,000 from last year
• Up less than 0.5% while absorbing unavoidable increases
in health insurance, salaries
• Took 3 rounds of cuts to get down to that #
• Need to cut an additional $385k to meet spending cap
• Can’t do that and meet needs of students

How taxes are calculated for 4 Rivendell towns (a basic map with simplified numbers)
Voters approve a $10 million budget

10,000,000

300 students = 60%

500 students

VT Towns

Divide expenses based on student population

6,000,000
-1,500,000

Subtract income (in reality varies by state)

4,500,000
Divide by 300
equalized pupils

Divide by $10,000
(yield set by state)

Amount to be raised in taxes

1.500

Orford
4,000,000
-1,000,000
3,000,000

4,500, 000
 15, 000
300
15,000
 1.500
10,000

Base tax rate for VT towns

Divide Common Level of Appraisal (CLA)
– varies by town based on actual sale prices compared to town assessments

1.500
 1.500
1.000

200 students = 40%

1.500
 1.428
1.050

1.428

3, 000, 000
 22.22
135, 000

Divide by Orford Grand List
(thousands of dollars)

1.500
 1.579
0.950

1.579

Three different tax rates for 3 VT towns – per $100 property value
($100,000 house pays $1,500 if tax rate is 1.500)

22.22
Orford tax rate:- per $1,000 property value
($100,000 house pays $2,222)

Actual numbers for FY16
Voters approve a $9,961,522 budget (article 4)

263.22 students = 61.68%

6,253,171
-1,344,125

Subtract income (includes NH Adequacy Aid)

4, 909, 046
 16, 746
293.14

Amount to be raised in taxes

3,708,351
-699,736
3,008,614

Cost per equalized pupil

16, 746
 1.7704 Base tax rate for VT towns
9, 459

Divide Common Level of Appraisal (CLA)

1.7704
 1.7545
1.0091

1.7704
 1.7639
1.0037

1.7545*

1.7639*

Fairlee

Orford

Divide expenses based on student population
Adjusted to take into account state-specific costs
Such as vocational tuition, transportation, debt service

4,909,046

Divide by $9,459
(yield set by state)

163.55 students = 38.32%

426.77 students

VT Towns

Divide by 293.14
equalized pupils

9,961,522

West Fairlee

3, 008,614
Divide by Orford Grand List
 2.02094 Old # ( in annual report)
143, 643, 726
3, 008, 614
 2.2272 New #
135, 087, 611
(due to reassessment)

1.7704
 1.7872
0.9906

1.7872*
Vershire

Thee different tax rates for 3 VT towns – per $100 property value
($100,000 house pays $1,754 if tax rate is 1.754)

22.27*
Orford
Orford tax rate:- per $1,000 property value
($100,000 house pays $2,227)

*Voters approve $50,000 for Capital Reserve Fund (Article 5) which is apportioned among the 4 towns, adding a small amount to the tax rate

How it looks this year (FY17)
$10,030,127 (budget) & $30,000 (capital reserve)

313 students = 65.48%

VT Towns

Divide by $9,870
(yield set by state)

165 students = 34.52%

478 students

Orford

6,587,371

Divide expenses based on student population
Adjusted to take into account state-specific costs
Such as vocational tuition, transportation, debt service

-1,294,321

Subtract income (includes NH Adequacy Aid)

5,293,050
Divide by 296.7
equalized pupils

10,060,127

-595,147
2,877608

Amount to be raised in taxes

5, 293, 050
 17, 839.74 Cost per equalized pupil
296.7

Exceeds threshold by $786/EP

17, 839.74
 1.8075 Base tax rate for VT towns (without penalty)
9, 870

2,877, 608
 .0213 Divide by Orford Grand List
135, 087,611
Old # ( in annual report)

Divide Common Level of Appraisal (CLA)

1.8075
 1.7558
1.0294

1.8075
 1.9104
0.9461

1.8075
 1.7801
1.0154

1.7558

1.9104

1.7801

+0.0775

+0.0843

+0.0784

1.8333

1.9947

1.8586

Fairlee

West Fairlee

Vershire

Up 4.5%

3,472,755

Up 13%

Up 4.0%

21.30
Orford

Penalty

Orford tax rate:- per $1,000 property value
($100,000 house pays $2,130)

Increase from FY16

What to do?

Cut $385,000 more (3.8% of budget)
and destroy our schools by cutting the
programs that have led to our success
or

Take the penalty and try to sell it to the voters
• Hard to sell a tax increase of 4% (13% for West Fairlee) when
expenses are only up by 0.5%.
• Leaves us feeling that we are funding accelerated merger incentives
for other districts when we are not even eligible for the incentives.

How our view of Act 46 has changed over the year
June: “no problem”
August: “tough but good”
- health insurance up 7.9%
- income down $160k
- belt-tightening can be good
- helps to clarify priorities
November: “really tough but we’ll survive”
- serious cuts will require creativity
December: “downward trending rollercoaster”
- impossible! (equalized pupils down 10)
- phew! (calculation error - EP up 3)
- aargh! (expense exemptions don’t apply)
January: “time to cry FOUL!”
- yield down to $9870, taxes up
even more
- how can this be fair?
Source: Valley News June 7, 2015
- how can we possibly sell this to
http://www.vnews.com/home/17146865-95/tough-target-for-vermonts-schools
voters?

Some issues unique to Rivendell’s interstate status
* Title 16 : Chapter 015 : New Hampshire-Vermont Interstate School Compact
§ 783. Miscellaneous provisions-Article XIII
H. Amendments. Neither state shall amend its legislation or any agreement authorized
thereby without the consent of the other in such manner as to substantially adversely affect
the rights of the other state or its people hereunder…
* Cost per equalized pupil calculations
• RISD expenses divided VT vs NH based on annual ADM
• Equalized pupil based on 2 yr average of ADM, adjusted (HS=1.2, PK=0.5, etc.)
• Numerator governed by different rules than denominator
• Adding PK in FY17 caused numerator to grow more than denominator

THANKS FOR LISTENING!

QUESTIONS?

